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Using the Census Bureau's internal March Current Population Surveys (CPS) file, we construct and
make available variances and cell means for all topcoded income values in the public-use version of
these data. We then provide a procedure that allows researchers with access only to the public-use
March CPS data to take advantage of this added information when imputing its topcoded income values.
As an example of its value we show how our new procedure improves on existing imputation methods
in the labor earnings inequality literature.
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For confidentiality reasons, the Census Bureau topcodes all values above some maximum 
for each income source in the public-use version of the March Current Population Survey (CPS). 
Since 1996, the Census Bureau has provided the cell mean of all topcoded incomes reported for 
at least some of these income sources, including the four income sources related to labor 
earnings.
1  
With these cell means, researchers using the public-use CPS can match the mean values 
found using internal CPS data for these income sources.  Most researchers interested in 
measuring long-term trends in earnings including years prior to 1996, however, have imputed 
their own topcode values to create a consistent series.  A common practice is to impute topcoded 
earnings as a fixed multiple above the topcode point, although there is little consensus on the 
appropriate multiple to use. For example, Juhn, Murphy, and Pierce (1993) impute weekly wages 
and salaries for workers with topcoded earnings at 133% of their topcoded value using 1963–
1989 public-use CPS data and ignored changes over time in the proportion of the weekly wages 
and salaries distribution affected by the topcode rule. Lemieux (2006) multiplies topcoded hourly 
wages and salaries by a factor 1.4 using the public-use CPS, while Autor, Katz, and Kearney 
(2008) and Katz and Murphy (1992) multiply topcoded weekly wages and salaries by a factor of 
1.5.
2   
In order to further alleviate concerns about topcoding, many researchers who impute 
topcoded wages as a fixed multiple above the topcode point also focus on the P90/P10 ratio 
rather than inequality statistics such as the Gini coefficient or the Theil index which incorporate 
information about the full distribution of wages and salaries.  However, Burkhauser, Feng, and 
Jenkins (2007) demonstrate that while the P90/P10 ratios for both wages and salaries and total   3
labor earnings are not greatly impacted by topcoding, the trends using the P90/P10 ratio are 
different than those found using the Gini coefficient.  Thus, a more precise topcode correction 
method would allow for a further analysis of inequality trends using inequality statistics that 
encompass more of the earnings distribution than the P90/P10 ratio. 
Fichtenbaum and Shahidi (1988) use a slightly more sophisticated topcode correction 
method, setting all values above the topcode threshold in the public-use CPS to a single value 
such that the distribution of annual wages and salaries above the median best fits the Pareto 
distribution.  Bernstein and Mishel (1997) use a similar approach, but fit the entire distribution of 
hourly wages and salaries to the Pareto distribution instead of just the upper half of the 
distribution.  As a result, if the distribution of wages and salaries shifts to the right, then the 
imputed value for topcoded wages and salaries will increase even if the topcode threshold is 
unchanged.  Bernstein and Mishel note that such a Pareto imputation for topcoded values in 
public-use CPS is not perfect, as it involves imputing one value for all top-coded wages and 
salaries but they argue that it is better than ignoring topcodes altogether.  See Angle and Tolbert 
(1999) for a further discussion of using a Pareto distribution to impute a single value for 
topcoded wage and salaries . 
With access to internal CPS data used by the Census Bureau in their official estimations 
of income and its distribution,
3 we have constructed and disseminate cell means for the years 
1976-2002 (Larrimore, Burkhauser, Feng and Zayatz, 2008).
4  With these cell means researchers 
who previously assigned all topcoded earnings values an estimate of the mean of all of those 
earnings values above the topcode threshold can now assign these individuals their mean values 
above the threshold based on the internal data.  However, this approach is still limited because it 
assumes all individuals with a topcoded earnings value have the identical earnings value for that   4
type of earnings. 
A potential remedy for the problem of assigning all individuals with topcoded earnings 
the same value is to assume that topcoded earnings fit the Pareto distribution.  It is then possible 
to use a multiple imputation approach to assign earnings to topcoded individuals such that the 
distribution of their earnings both fit the Pareto distribution and has a mean that matches the cell 
means in the internal data. 
While this approach is consistent with the common assumption that the earnings 
distribution roughly follows a Pareto distribution, we believe one can do even better than Pareto 
when matching earnings to those seen in the internal CPS data.  In this paper, we construct and 
disseminate the variances of each cell for topcoded incomes in the public-use March CPS. This 
information can be used together with our cell means to further improve estimates at the top of 
the income distribution.  While the Pareto distribution is convenient since it can be fitted using 
only the mean earnings above the topcode, it is not flexible enough to also match a known 
variance.  Therefore, we instead assume that earnings above the topcode threshold fit a Stoppa 
distribution, which is a generalization of the Pareto distribution (Stoppa, 1990).  Using a multiple 
imputation approach to fit topcoded labor earnings to the Stoppa distribution fitted around the 
mean and variance of topcoded labor earnings, we find that one can very closely match the 
distribution of labor earnings found in the internal CPS data.  While we focus on the broadest 
definition of labor earnings, which includes income from primary earnings, wages and salaries, 
self-employment, and farm earnings, similar results are obtained when focusing on the narrower 
category of only income from wages and salaries.   
In the following section we briefly explain how we calculate the cell means and variances 
using the internal CPS data.  We then demonstrate that the log variance of labor earnings found   5
using a multiple imputation procedure based on public-use CPS data with our cell mean and 
variance data better matches the log variance using the internal CPS than other methods used in 
the literature.  While we focus on the log variance of labor earnings, such an imputations 
procedure could similarly be used to obtain more accurate values of other statistics of interest 
such as the Gini Coefficient or could be applied to other definitions of income including earnings 
from wages and salaries or total household income including non-labor income.  More generally, 
any researcher using the public-use CPS data can now use these newly available variance data to 
improve their imputations of topcoded incomes. 
Cell Means and Variances for Topcoded Incomes 
In calculating the cell mean and variance for each source of topcoded income in the 
public-use March CPS from 1976-2004, we attempted to remain consistent with the procedures 
used by the Census Bureau to provide its cell means in recent years.  Since topcoding in the 
public-use CPS occurs for each separate income source, we calculated cell means and variances 
for each source of income separately—11 prior to 1988 and 24 since then.  Also mirroring 
Census Bureau practices, our results are the weighted mean and variance of the income of all 
individuals above the topcode value for the income source.  
While, in general, cell means and variances are reported separately for each income 
source, for confidentiality reasons cell means were combined when less than 5 individuals are 
topcoded from a source of income.  In these instances, we combined 2 or more income sources to 
achieve a group of at least 5 individuals and then provide the mean and variance of topcoded 
incomes from this combined cell.  This is the same procedure for handling small cells used by 
the Census Bureau in the cell means they have released in recent years (Census Bureau, 2007a). 
See Larrimore, Burkhauser, Feng, and Zayatz (2008) for a more detailed discussion of the   6
creation of the cell mean series and the procedures for protecting the confidentiality of 
respondents.  For ease of presentation of the variance data, we took the square-root of the 
variance and provide the standard deviations instead.  The means of topcoded incomes for each 
income source are provided in Appendix Tables 1 and 2 and the standard deviations are reported 
in Appendix Tables 3 and 4.  
For those interested in more details about specific demographic groups, for each source 
of labor earnings we also provide cell means and variances divided by race, gender, and 
employment status.  These are the same demographic groups used by the Census Bureau in the 
cell means they have released in recent years.  For these demographic-based cell means, the cell 
mean is the weighted mean earnings from each of these sources of labor earnings for topcoded 
individuals with the specified demographic characteristics.  As was the case for the standard cell 
means, if less than 5 individuals within a demographic group are topcoded on a source of labor 
earnings then for confidentiality reasons those individuals are combined with other demographic 
groups to ensure that at least 5 people are included in the cell mean calculation.  The means of 
topcoded values for each source of labor earnings for each demographic group are provided in 
Appendix Tables 5 through 11 and their standard deviations are reported in Appendix Tables 12 
through 18. 
Imputation Using Both Cell Means and Variances 
  Using the cell means and variances reported above, it is possible to improve on previous 
methods of imputing topcoded earning values as a fixed multiple above the topcode threshold or 
of assigning all topcoded individuals the cell mean as their imputed earnings.  Since these 
methods assign all topcoded individuals the same level of earnings income, they implicitly 
assume no variance in topcoded earnings.  This causes calculations of the variance of earnings   7 
for the entire population to be understated. 
In order to improve estimates of topcoded earnings by using the variance and cell mean 
information from internal data, we assume that the labor earnings distribution fits the Stoppa 
distribution, which is a generalization of the Pareto distribution.  The Stoppa distribution has a 
cumulative distribution function: 
   
where y0 is a lower bound of the distribution, in this case representing the topcode threshold, and 
the parameters α and θ specify the shape of the distribution.  The Pareto distribution is the special 
case of the Stoppa distribution where θ equals 1.   
While the Pareto distribution is often considered a good fit for the US income distribution 
(Piketty  and  Saez  2003),  and  has  commonly  been  used  to  determine  fixed-values  to  impute 
topcoded wages and salaries (see Fichtenbaum and Shahidi, 1988; Bishop, Chiou, and Formby, 
1994;  and  Bernstein  and  Mishel,  1997),  it  is  not  flexible  enough  to  incorporate  known 
information about the variance of the distribution.  As a result, while one could use the Pareto 
distribution to impute varying earnings for individuals above the topcode threshold, even when 
setting the mean of the imputed earnings correctly, such an imputation will generally estimate the 
variance incorrectly. 
  By using the more general Stoppa distribution, we can improve on imputations using the 
Pareto distribution. Because it is a two-parameter distribution, we can use the Stoppa distribution 
to incorporate the known information about both the mean and variance of topcoded incomes.  
Thus, instead of assuming that the variance of topcoded labor earnings fits the standard variance 
of  the  Pareto  distribution,  the  Stoppa  distribution  allows  us  to  ensure  that  the  variance  of 
topcoded labor earnings in our imputations match the variance in the internal CPS data.     8 
Before imputing topcoded values, we must first calculate α and θ for each of the four 
sources  of  labor  earnings  (primary  earnings,  wages  and  salary,  self-employment,  and  farm 
earnings) in each year such that the mean and variance of topcoded values based on the Stoppa 
distribution will match those seen in the internal CPS data.
1  This is done by solving for α and θ 
that simultaneously solve both of the first two moments of the Stoppa distribution:  
 
 
where m and v are the mean and variance of the distribution and   and   
are beta functions.
2   
  Because of natural shifts in the distribution above the topcode threshold, the parameter 
values for the Stoppa distribution differ from year to year and across labor earnings sources.   
However,  some  of  the  largest  changes,  such  as  the  shift  from  1981  to  1982,  coincide  with 
changes to the topcode threshold in the public-use data.  This is to be expected since any change 
to  the  topcode  threshold  can  dramatically  alter  the  mean  and  variance  of  topcoded  values.  
Because the parameter values change over time both due to natural fluctuations in the topcoded 
population  and  changes  in  the  topcode  thresholds,  when  imputing  topcoded  values  we  use 
different parameter values for each year and earnings source in order to provide the best fit to 
internal data.  These parameter values for the four sources of income that make up labor earnings 
are provided in Table 1.
3  
  Having determined the appropriate parameters in the Stoppa distribution, we can proceed 
with imputing each source of topcoded labor earnings.  First, for each of the four sources of labor 
earnings (three sources prior to 1988), we find all its topcoded observation and then for each of    9
these observations we draw a value from the distribution that is implied by the fitted Stoppa 
distribution.  For observations that are not topcoded, no imputation is required so we simply use 
the earnings as reported in the public-use CPS data.  Second, we sum the four sources of labor 
earnings, to calculate the total labor earnings in our distribution for all individuals in each year.  
We estimate our inequality statistics using this distribution which includes imputed labor 
earnings for topcoded observations and observed labor earnings for non-topcoded observations.  
Third, we repeat steps 1 and 2 one hundred times, and finally, we average the one hundred 
estimates in each year to generate the reported inequality statistics. 
Comparing the log variance of labor earnings using different topcode corrections 
  In Figure 1, we compare the trends in the log variance of labor earnings in the public-use 
March CPS using our multiply imputed data based on the Stoppa distribution (Public-Stoppa) to 
those obtained using four other methods of correcting for censoring in the public-use CPS data.  
These methods include ignoring cell means and assigning the topcode value as the labor earnings 
for all topcoded individuals (Public-NoCM), assigning a value equal to 1.4 times the topcode 
threshold to topcoded individuals (Public-Multiple),
8 assigning the cell mean value as the 
earnings for all topcoded individuals (Public-CM), and using our multiple imputation approach 
but fitting topcoded values to the Pareto distribution instead of the Stoppa distribution (Public-
Pareto).  Finally, we also include the log variance of labor earnings values found in the actual 
internal data (Internal).  
We find that in all years except 1985 (the only year the public-use top code values were 
identical to the censoring threshold of the internal CPS data) the Public-NoCM series understates 
the log variance of labor earnings in the internal CPS compared to each of the other series.  This 
should not come as a surprise since this series will suppress the values of top labor earners, thus   10
compressing the labor earnings distribution and reducing the labor earnings variance. 
The log variance found in the Public-Multiple series is higher than that found in the 
Public-NoCM series because it allows for greater labor earnings at the top of the labor earnings 
distribution.  Prior to 1994, this series does a reasonable job of approximating the log variance of 
labor earnings seen in the internal data.  However, after 1994 when the Census increased the 
censoring levels in their internal data the Public-Multiple series greatly understates the amount of 
labor earnings held by top labor earners and as a result also understates the log variance of labor 
earnings.  Using this procedure to match the level of labor earnings received by topcoded 
individuals in the internal data would require imputing topcoded sources of labor earnings at 
approximately twice the topcode threshold instead of 1.4 times the threshold.  However, even 
with a more accurate multiple for estimating topcoded sources of labor earnings, this method 
would still understate the log variance of labor earnings because there is no variance in the 
imputed labor earnings for topcoded individuals. 
  Using cell means to impute topcoded values further improves the estimates of the log 
variance of labor earnings since, unlike the Public-NoCM and Public-Multiple series, the Public-
CM series does not assign topcoded individuals an arbitrary level of earnings.  It assigns them 
the actual mean labor earnings seen in the internal CPS data.  However, as was the case with the 
Public-Multiple series, even with the most accurate estimate of the level of earnings received by 
topcoded individuals the log variance of labor earnings will be understated compared to the 
actual log variance seen in the internal CPS data because it assumes that all topcoded individuals 
have the same earnings.   
  To further improve approximations of the log variance found in the internal CPS data, it 
is necessary to drop the restrictive assumption that all individuals with a topcode for some source   11
of earnings have the same earnings values for that source of labor earnings.  Prior to the 
availability of cell means and variances for earnings above the topcode threshold for each 
sources of labor earnings, the best approximation, not assuming that all topcoded individuals 
have the same value, was the Public-Pareto series.  This series assumes topcoded earnings values 
fit the Pareto distribution fitted so that the mean of the distribution matches the cell mean of 
topcoded income sources.  However, since the variance of the Pareto distribution is greater than 
the observed variance of topcoded labor earnings, we find that this approach greatly overstates 
the log variance of labor earnings in the internal CPS data.  In fact, for many years the Public-
Pareto series misses the log variance of labor earnings in the internal data by even more than the 
Public-CM series. 
  The Public-Stoppa series, which uses our multiple imputation approach to fit topcoded 
values for each sources of labor earnings to the Stoppa distribution with a mean and variance for 
topcoded labor earnings that matches the mean and variance of topcoded labor earnings in the 
internal CPS data, provides a much better fit to the log variance of labor earnings seen in the 
internal CPS data.  Since this series does not assume that all individuals topcoded for a given 
source of labor earnings have the same earnings from that source, it accurately finds a higher 
variance than each series that make this assumption.  And since it fits the variance of topcoded 
labor earnings to the actual variance in the internal CPS data, it provides a much better fit to the 
true distribution of labor earnings above the topcode in the internal CPS data than the Public-
Pareto series which relies on the assumption that the variance of topcoded earnings matches the 
variance of the Pareto distribution.
9  
Conclusions 
Topcoding in the public-use CPS data has limited the ability of researchers to incorporate   12
high earners in estimates of the US earnings inequality.  This problem is exacerbated by non-
systematic changes in topcoding over time, causing inaccuracies in trends observed based on this 
data.  Using internal CPS data, we have created a series of cell means and variances for topcoded 
income which can be used in conjunction with public-use CPS data to generate more accurate 
estimates of US income levels and trends.  When using the cell means and variance to impute 
topcoded labor earnings in the public-use CPS we found that the log variance of labor earnings is 
greater than is observed when ignoring topcodes or when using cell means alone and less than 
that found assuming a Pareto distribution. It much more closely mirrors the actual log variance of 
labor earnings using the internal CPS data than these other approximations. 
Because some censoring exists in the internal March CPS data, results based on these 
statistics will still omit the very top earners whose labor earnings are above both the public-use 
topcode and the internal thresholds.  For researchers interested in these earners, who are 
generally confined well within the top 1% of the income distribution,  it is necessary to make 
additional out-of-sample predictions about the distribution of labor earnings above the internal 
censoring points (for an example of such an out-of-sample estimation, see Burkhauser, Feng, 
Jenkins and Larrimore, 2008).  For researchers limited to using the public-use CPS, who wish to 
avoid the additional distributional assumptions required for such out-of-sample predictions, 
using variance and cell means of topcoded incomes that we provide will yield the best estimates 
of the US earnings and income distribution that can be made without making out of sample 
predictions on incomes above the internal censoring points. 
   13
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Figure 1: Log Variance of Labor Earnings Income in the March CPS (1976-2004) 
 
   
Source: Author’s calculations using Public-use and Internal March CPS data   16
Table 1: Parameters for Stoppa Imputation 
 
  Primary Earnings    Wages and Salary   Self  Employment   Farm 
  α  θ  α  θ  α  θ   α  θ 
1976 N/A
A N/A
A   5.33854 1.52599  5.29697 1.99269  4.30873 1.29109 
1977 N/A
A N/A
A   4.97897 1.24502  5.11376 1.61624  4.16415 0.67046 
1978 N/A
A N/A
A   5.16776 1.50451  4.75058 1.39774  4.31424 0.61661 
1979 N/A
A N/A
A   5.19448 1.65199  5.02041 1.73423  4.86191 1.02943 
1980 N/A
A N/A
A   5.27078 1.88653  5.1079  2.12236  5.41444 1.44821 
1981 N/A
A N/A
A   5.20448 1.63454  5.07139 2.26725  4.97354 0.86369 
1982 N/A
A N/A
A   11.7997 5.01319  11.4205 4.01987  15.5396 10.2857 
1983 N/A
A N/A
A   10.9317 3.15905  10.1800 2.46249  9.63002 0.78819 
1984 N/A
A N/A

















A   4.27739 1.50169  4.35652 1.28696  6.33261 1.31005 







1989 3.78297 1.40645   N/A
B N/A
B   3.56481 0.570547  N/A
B N/A
B 




























1994 2.54640 1.64920  3.74483 1.35999  3.49265 1.51830  3.49265 1.51830 
1995 2.60114 1.62852  3.61675 3.02757  2.61053 7.50127  2.61053 7.50127 
1996 2.98294 3.11612  2.11152 2.25299  2.25118 4.24653  4.14202 7.12770 
1997 2.79848 3.12629  2.15788 2.19959  2.29437 5.41491  5.55024 5.03893 
1998 2.80358 3.12021  2.22761 2.04733  3.00114 5.71152  3.03641 16.9028 
1999 2.83666 3.20251  2.27154 1.65811  2.29238 3.84018  3.09512 5.90022 
2000 2.86963 2.41499  2.22923 1.51122  2.35169 2.58739  5.00936 46.5072 
2001 2.76304 2.97651  2.56739 2.08882  2.29874 2.93036  2.16415 17.7604 
2002 2.80519 3.10233  2.27061 1.85128  2.45704 3.11624  2.16334 20.4917 
2003 3.05921 3.33213  2.28513 1.82723  2.66334 6.47645  2.20494 5.96019 
2004 3.13605 3.33472  2.22761 2.04733  3.09264 4.44279  2.19971 3.84147 
  
A – Primary Earnings were not reported as a separate category prior to 1988.  All labor earnings were allocated separately 
to wage, self-employment, or farm-earnings. 
B – Indicates that the public-use topcode was identical to the internal topcode, so the value in the public-use data matches 
the value in the internal data without the use of the imputations procedure. 
Source: Authors Calculations using the cell-means and standard deviations from appendix tables 1-4.   17


































1976 65193  68022  67970  N/A  N/A  N/A  73035
A 74448  N/A  73035
A N/A 
1977 64562  66620  61813  9999





1978 65687  66665  60590  9999
B 5999
B N/A  62534
A 74304  N/A  N/A  62534
A 
1979 66514  67764  63208  9999
B 5999
B N/A  66269
A 70785  N/A  88167 66269
A 
1980 67561  69583  64447  12893  5999
B N/A  71163  74089  61135
A 63786  61135
A 
1981 66367  70528  61356  11589  5999
B N/A  72861  71240  33808  70004
A 70004
A 
1982 91534  90562  91015 19999
B 5999
B N/A  70242
A 93788  70242
A 81636  70242
A 
1983 89595  88947  82381  N/A  5999
B 19999
B 97565
A 92724  42207  91843 97565
A 
1984 90447  91829  83154 19999
B 6520  N/A  94024











1986 137113  129996  N/A  19999





1987 140026  135346  122398 19999
B 9999





A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported cell mean is a combined cell mean 
with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data. 
C - Interest income in 1984 does not properly match between the internal and the public data.  This cell mean is based on the 25 individuals with interest income 
at or above $75,000 topcode threshold  in the internal data, not just the 11 people who are listed as topcoded for interest income in the public data.    
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Note: In parentheses below each variable name is the mnemonic for the income source from the March Current Population Survey Technical Documentation. 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   18








































B N/A  99999
B 99999
B 99999
B N/A  N/A 
1989 145322 N/A 125624 99999
B N/A  9999
B N/A  99999
B 99999
B 99999
B N/A  N/A 
1990 153438  99999
B 99999








1991 150805 N/A 99999
B N/A  29999
B 9999
B N/A  99999
B 99999
B 99999
B N/A  N/A 
1992 141202  99999
B 99999
B N/A  29999
B 9999
B N/A  99999
B 99999
B 99999
B N/A  N/A 
1993 147511  99999
B 99999






B N/A  N/A 
1994 192210  144956  153328
A 153328
A 49999




B N/A  N/A 
1995 188180  177066  319060
A 319060
A 50000

































1999 325365  53368  117226 60370  50000
B 25000
B N/A 60820  36877  57453  93114  26592 
2000 295041  52527 97311  62726  50000
B 25000
B 25000
B 63005 36962 55220  54009  23918 
2001 325563  51599  104848 157047  50000
B 25000
B 25000
B 61107 38907 54644  62078  27947 
2002 325382  55636 99362 167762  50000
B 25000
B 25000
B 64853 38962 57416  63554  25657 
2003 411090  77002  147370 93257  50000
B 25000
B 25000
B 50186 33581 72409  54886  25714 
2004 402884  82643  110899 77543  50000
B 25000
B N/A 51372  39987  74636  74690  28201   19








































B N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1989 N/A  N/A 29999
B 99999
B N/A 99999
B N/A  N/A  N/A N/A N/A  99999
B 





B N/A  N/A  N/A  99999
B 





B N/A  N/A  N/A N/A N/A 






B N/A  99999
B 








1994 N/A  N/A  N/A  99999
B N/A 99999
B N/A 99999
B N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1995 99999
B 99999















B N/A  N/A  99999
B 99999
B 














B N/A  N/A  N/A  99999
B 
1999 N/A  99999
B 99999
B 62277  49551  88985
C 88985
C 55327 54856 27809  40717  44265 
2000 99999
B 99999








B 64547  62457  82077  84408 60657
D 60657
D 31902 48059 40865 
2002 99999
B N/A  99999
B 64501  65080  90937
C 90937




B 63889  81934  86528
C 86528




B 62401  61613  82330
C 82330
C 57374  N/A  30986  51555  47050 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported cell mean is a combined cell mean 
with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data 
C - Indicates that there are not enough individuals topcoded for INCSI2 to report a cell mean in this year, so the cell mean reported is a combined cell mean for 
INCSI1 and INCSI2 
D - Indicates that there are not enough individuals topcoded for INCDS2 to report a cell mean in this year, so the cell mean reported is a combined cell mean for 
INCDS1 and INCDS2   
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Note: In parentheses below each variable name is the mnemonic for the income source from the March Current Population Survey Technical Documentation. 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   20


































1976 16434  17845  22387  N/A  N/A  N/A  24943
A 22780  N/A  24943
A N/A 
1977 17348  17881  19109  0
B N/A N/A  19398
A 19398  N/A  19398
A 19398
A 
1978 17240  19381  17461  0
B 0
B N/A  11549
A 19259  N/A  N/A  11549
A 
1979 17537  18783  17027  0
B 0
B N/A  17698
A 20694  N/A  9233  17698
A 
1980 17738  19249  15848  2603  0
B N/A  23223  18611  18844
A 16643  18844
A 
1981 17433  19812  15544  1693  0
B N/A  21872  19530  6545  18942  18942 
1982 10135  10264  7704  0
B 0
B N/A  25970
A 8130  25970
A 4171  25970
A 
1983 10479  11021  9163  N/A  0
B 0
B 3699
A 9056  9084  12283  3699
A 
1984 10595  10167  10900  0











1986  44692 45300 N/A 0





1987 47505  43867  24402  0
B 0





A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported standard deviation is the standard 
deviation for a combined group with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data. 
C - Interest income in 1984 does not properly match between the internal and the public data.  This standard deviation is based on the 25 individuals with interest 
income at or above $75,000 topcode threshold  in the internal data, not just the 11 people who are listed as topcoded for interest income in the public data.    
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Note: In parentheses below each variable name is the mnemonic for the income source from the March Current Population Survey Technical Documentation. 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   21








































B N/A  0
B 0
B 0
B N/A  N/A 
1989 58674 N/A 47822  0
B N/A 0
B N/A  0
B 0
B 0
B N/A  N/A 
1990 62627  0
B 0








1991 59873 N/A  0
B N/A  0
B 0
B N/A  0
B 0
B 0
B N/A  N/A 
1992 53196  0
B 0
B N/A  0
B 0
B N/A  0
B 0
B 0
B N/A  N/A 
1993 55179  0
B 0






B N/A  N/A 
1994 172179  59210  70945
A 70945
A 0




B N/A  N/A 
1995 158939  82046  287365
A 287365
A 0

































1999 234624  71547  158137 37515  0
B 0
B N/A  22672  24609  25834  9888  10154 
2000 204198  76718  116278 19564  0
B 0
B 0
B 21907  23250  24040  12187  12994 
2001 247774  46044  138178 297808  0
B 0
B 0
B 22332  27184  25141  18209  21058 
2002 239975  75367  103144 319287  0
B 0
B 0
B 23307  26328  27941  21505  14308 
2003 255252  101225  125842 154709  0
B 0
B 0
B 24620  23187  21562  6941  15075 
2004 238886  123992  68349 122800  0
B 0
B N/A  24731  27018  21343  21296  17908 
   22







































B N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1989 N/A  N/A  0
B 0
B N/A 0
B N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  0
B 





B N/A  N/A  N/A  0
B 





B N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 






B N/A  0
B 








1994 N/A  N/A  N/A  0
B N/A 0
B N/A 0
B N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1995 0
B 0















B N/A  N/A  0
B 0
B 














B N/A  N/A  N/A  0
B 
1999 N/A  0.001  0
B 18418  4114  15425
C 15425
C 21512 25912 7722 12005  23170 
2000 0




D 5557 10794  26905 
2001 0
B 0.001  0
B 18172  15965  16975  14489  24914
D 24914
D 12806 17013 19171 
2002 0
B N/A  0
B 18900  19132  16027
C 16027




B 17867  20797  18467
C 18467




B 15731  11527  19102
C 19102
C 23977  N/A  10295  17227  20809 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported standard deviation is a combined 
standard deviation with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data 
C - Indicates that there are not enough individuals topcoded for INCSI2 to report a cell mean in this year, so the standard deviation reported is a combined 
standard deviation for INCSI1 and INCSI2 
D - Indicates that there are not enough individuals topcoded for INCDS2 to report a cell mean in this year, so the standard deviation reported is a combined 
standard deviation for INCDS1 and INCDS2   
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Note: In parentheses below each variable name is the mnemonic for the income source from the March Current Population Survey Technical Documentation. 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   23
 
Appendix Table 5: Cell Means of Topcoded Earnings for Wages and Salaries (1976-1987) 






























1976 65013  N/A  60612
A 60612
A N/A  N/A      68598  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1977 64197  N/A  62351
A 63207  N/A  N/A  70337  62351
A N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1978 65436  70047
A 70047
A 59625 70047
A N/A  67600  N/A 70047
A 70047
A N/A N/A 
1979 66128  64292
A 73370  63549 64292
A N/A  72495  N/A 64292
A 65016  N/A  N/A 
1980 67737  61925 64371  62874 72125
A 72125
A   68818  N/A  70963  72125
A N/A N/A 
1981 66210  58990 68661  60852 55631
A 55631
A   70415  65397  55631
A 85119  N/A  55631
A 
1982 91610  N/A  90491
A 83489  N/A  N/A  94607  90491
A N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1983 89485  87647
A 96915  92340 87647
A N/A  88228  N/A 87647
A 87647
A N/A N/A 
1984 90220  N/A  92530
A 88528  N/A  N/A  95586  N/A  N/A  92530
A N/A  92530
A 
1985 99999  99999 99999  99999  N/A  N/A   99999  N/A  N/A  99999  N/A  N/A 
1986 136613 170804
A 124324  133348  N/A  N/A    137028  N/A  N/A  170804
A N/A  N/A 
1987 140359  119934  150042
A 125434 169047  N/A    137893  150042
A N/A  150042
A N/A  N/A 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported cell mean is a combined cell mean 
with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   24
Appendix Table 6: Cell Means of Topcoded Earnings for Self-Employment Earnings (1976-1987) 






























1976 69286  N/A  62217
A N/A  N/A N/A      62217
A N/A  62217
A N/A  N/A N/A 
1977 65763  79290
A 79290
A 79290
A  N/A N/A    68452 N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1978 67885  N/A  56602
A 56602
A N/A  N/A   62707 56602
A N/A  56602
A N/A N/A 
1979 68168  56976
A 56976
A 53503  N/A  N/A  71237  N/A  N/A  56976
A N/A N/A 
1980 69954 72753
 A 55589  72753
A N/A  N/A   70074  N/A  72753
A 72753
A N/A N/A 
1981 71645 56602
 A 73083  81331  N/A  N/A    63109  N/A  56602
A 56602
 A N/A N/A 
1982 89700  N/A  95061
A 95061
A N/A  N/A   92898  N/A  95061
A 95061
A N/A N/A 
1983 88987  90964
A 90964
A 90608  N/A 90964
 A   87585  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1984 92506  86400
A 86400
A 89529  N/A  N/A  89588  N/A  N/A  86400
A N/A N/A 
1985  99999  N/A 99999 99999  N/A  N/A  99999  N/A 99999  99999  N/A  N/A 
1986 136144 108836
A N/A  108836
A N/A  108836
A   106879  N/A  N/A  108836
A N/A  108836
A 
1987 130751  N/A  170968
A 170968
A N/A  N/A  144319  N/A  170968
A 170968
A N/A  N/A 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported cell mean is a combined cell mean 
with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   25
Appendix Table 7: Cell Means of Topcoded Earnings for Farm Earnings (1976-1987) 
 































A N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  67970
A N/A N/A 
1977 61813
A N/A  61813
A N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A 61813
A N/A N/A 
1978  60590 N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1979 63208
A N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    63208
A N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1980 64447
A N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    64447
A N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1981 61356
A N/A  61356
A N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A 61356
A N/A N/A 
1982 91015
A N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    91015
A N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1983  82381 N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1984 83154
A N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    83154
A N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1985  99999 N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1986  N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1987 122398
A N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A   122398
A N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported cell mean is a combined cell mean 
with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data 
   26
 
Appendix Table 8: Cell Means of Topcoded Earnings for Primary Labor Earnings (1988-2004) 
 






























1988 148852 136582  159300  151838 153098
A 153098
A     124539  153098
A 124581  143082  N/A  153098
A 
1989 143204 138971  154412  152647 137250
A 137250
A   160834  137250
A N/A  125994 137250
A N/A 
1990 153067 159309  153072  143812 124782
A 124782
A   173779  124782
A 124782
A 115220  N/A  N/A 
1991 151763 144161  135010  153090  132453  132230
A   148513  160432 132230
A 127641  N/A  N/A 
1992 142991 133707  136560  131061 121099
A N/A   140743  N/A 121099
A 128059  N/A 121099
A 
1993 148241 144800  143657  149557 114123
A 114123
A   141543  114123
A N/A  139295  N/A 114123
A 








1996 302536 464791  257394  283521  N/A 404595
A   268563  404595
A 404595
A 576398  N/A 404595
A 
1997 318985 391150  384160  357895 454812
A 454812




1998 330658 204326  309943  306469 267650
A 394555   330092  267650
A 267650
A 442032  N/A 267650
A 
1999 306732 266285  419044  402202 492661




2000 300974 257525  362315  256384 244810




2001 335049 307007  281859  288962 337247
A 312718   321704  N/A  337247
A 195780 337247
A N/A 
2002 320719 326982  331937  361315  477572  331013   319740 432873
A 432873
A 270371  N/A 432873
A 
2003  390823  443506  562912  480608  336974  595430    487725 N/A N/A 343894 N/A N/A 





A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported cell mean is a combined cell mean 
with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   27
Appendix Table 9: Cell Means of Topcoded Earnings for Secondary Wages and Salaries (1988-2004) 
 






























1988 N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A N/A      99999
B N/A N/A 99999
B N/A N/A 
1989  N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A    N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
1990 99999
A N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A    99999
A N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1991  N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A    N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
1992 99999
B N/A N/A 99999
B N/A N/A   N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1993 99999
B N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A 
1994 158174 125569
A N/A  125569
A N/A  N/A    125569




A N/A  N/A    109775
A N/A  N/A 202541 N/A N/A 
1996 64541  29777  183740  56978 35661
A 35661




1997 45749  62044
A 62044
A 48634 257107  62044
A   79467  N/A  62044
A 54580  N/A  62044
A 
1998 61345  51706 39942  48753 47529




1999 59925  51139 52682  35583  34826  36827   50408  N/A 57830
A 59300 57830
A 36605 
2000 50037  35625 39676  51469  67776  50770   49809  31178
 A 31178
A 65966  31178
 A 236179 
2001  56861 76598  39968 41433 39816  37788    55694 38587  31473 39320  37721
A 37721
A 
2002  60672 49155  50535 43388 40556  65480    62490 37605  44090 44255 48817  37605 
2003 91363  60726 49867  55255 48549
A 57294   63216  48549
A 49482  51519  48549
A N/A 





A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported cell mean is a combined cell mean 
with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data. 
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   28
 
Appendix Table 10: Cell Means of Topcoded Earnings for Secondary Self-Employment Earnings (1988-2004) 
 































B N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A      N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
1989 125624
B  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A    125624
B  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1990 99999
B N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A 99999
B N/A N/A 
1991 99999
B N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A    99999
B N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1992 99999
B N/A N/A 99999
B N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1993 99999
B N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A    99999
B N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1994 157513
A N/A  N/A 157513
A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1995 305001  N/A 357471
A 357471
A N/A  N/A    357471
A N/A  N/A 357471
A N/A  357471
A 
1996 154533  82232
A N/A  64058  N/A  N/A  150320 82232
A N/A  82232




A N/A  152704
A   152704
A N/A  N/A 152704
A 152704
A N/A 
1998 101769  N/A 104340
A 53482  N/A  N/A   104340
A 104340
A N/A  104340
A 104340
A N/A 
1999 123543  N/A 103546
A 52835  N/A  N/A   103546
A N/A  103546
A 131515  N/A  N/A 
2000 119583  N/A  64058
A 63258  N/A  N/A    107119  64058
A 64058
A 64542  N/A  64058
A 
2001 119739  59954
A 59954
A 59954
A N/A N/A    88916 N/A N/A  61946 N/A  59954
A 
2002 127593  108081 79681  56935  49520
A 49520
A   98045  N/A  49520
A 48880  N/A  49520
A 
2003  141611  149565  149565  75881 N/A N/A    193635 N/A N/A 149565 N/A N/A 
2004 111644 100401
A 91233  99461  100401
A N/A  154059 100401
A 100401
A 100401
A N/A  100401
A 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported cell mean is a combined cell mean 
with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data. 
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data 
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Appendix Table 11: Cell Means of Topcoded Earnings for Secondary Farm Earnings (1988-2004) 
 































B N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A      N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A  N/A 
1989  N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A    99999
B N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1990  N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
1991  N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
1992  N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
1993  N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
1994  N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
1995  N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
1996 53068  45717
A N/A  45717
A N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A 45717
A N/A N/A 
1997 38782
A N/A N/A 38782
A N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1998  90173 N/A N/A 61128 N/A N/A    92604
A N/A N/A  92604
A N/A  92604
A 
1999 65336  N/A  N/A  44560
A N/A N/A    44560
A N/A N/A  44560
A N/A N/A 
2000 87162  N/A 51354
A 54785  N/A  N/A    51354







A   186210
A N/A  N/A  186210
A N/A  186210
A 
2002 44548 303613
A 49415  431361  303613
A 303613
A   45603  N/A  303613
A 360924  N/A  N/A 
2003 65680 199339
A 199339
A 46838  N/A  199339
A   107813  N/A  N/A  199339
A N/A  N/A 
2004 67547  37498
A 50169  40178  37498
A N/A  72336  N/A  301851 37498
A N/A  37498
A 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported cell mean is a combined cell mean 
with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data.  
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   30
 
Appendix Table 12: Standard Deviation of Topcoded Earnings for Wages and Salaries (1976-1987) 






























1976  16730  N/A  11376
A  11376
A  N/A  N/A     13783  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1977  17185  N/A  16493
A  15880  N/A  N/A    20139  16493
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1978  17100  18399
A  18399
A  15987  18399
A  N/A    18651  N/A  18399
A  18399
A  N/A  N/A 
1979  17040  18338
A  18057  13872  18338
A  N/A    23694  N/A  18338
A  16376  N/A  N/A 
1980  17857  8091  14581  15598  20089
A  20089
A    18879  N/A  11936  20089
A  N/A  N/A 
1981  17508  10027  17415  14972  9188
A  9188
A    16933  18115  9188
A  15863  N/A  9188
A 
1982  10224  N/A  11276
A  4958  N/A  N/A    8368  11276
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1983  10645  8083
A  7585  8666  8083
A  N/A    9960  N/A  8083
A  8083
A  N/A  N/A 
1984  10613  N/A  10928
A  10151  N/A  N/A    9440  N/A  N/A  10928






B  N/A  N/A    0
B  N/A  N/A  0
B  N/A  N/A 
1986  44407  56421
A  15531  43670  N/A  N/A    48279  N/A  N/A  56421
A  N/A  N/A 
1987  47789  35210  66902
A  23491  36796  N/A    55464  66902  N/A  66902
A  N/A  N/A 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported standard deviation is the standard 
deviation for the combined cell mean with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data.  
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   31
Appendix Table 13: Standard Deviation of Topcoded Earnings for Self Employment Earnings (1976-1987) 
 






























1976  18954  N/A  9898
A  N/A  N/A  N/A     9898
A  N/A  9898
A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1977  18159  20403
A  20403
A  20403
A  N/A  N/A    13985  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1978  19727  N/A  7812
A  7812
A  N/A  N/A    18808  7812
A  N/A  7812
A  N/A  N/A 
1979  19246  6145
A  6145
A  6677  N/A  N/A    17235  N/A  N/A  6145
A  N/A  N/A 
1980  19372  16223
A  11251  16223
A  N/A  N/A    20239  N/A  16223
A  16223
A  N/A  N/A 
1981  19846  10493
A  18778  25342  N/A  N/A    17366  N/A  10493
A  10493
A  N/A  N/A 
1982  10493  N/A  9087
A  9087
A  N/A  N/A    8913  N/A  9087
A  9087
A  N/A  N/A 
1983  11567  9977
A  9977
A  10217  N/A  9977
A    9725  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1984  9913  2130
A  2130
A  13322  N/A  N/A    11212  N/A  N/A  2130
A  N/A  N/A 
1985  0
B  N/A  0
B  0
B  N/A  N/A    0
B  N/A  0
B  0
B  N/A  N/A 
1986  49185  16343
A  N/A  16343
A  N/A  16343
A    4600  N/A  N/A  16343
A  N/A  16343
A 
1987  41248  N/A  66056
A  66056
A  N/A  N/A    40876  N/A  66056
A  66056
A  N/A  N/A 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported standard deviation is the standard 
deviation for the combined cell mean with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data.  
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   32
 
Appendix Table 14: Standard Deviation of Topcoded Earnings for Farm Earnings (1976-1987) 
 































A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A  22387
A  N/A  N/A 
1977  19109
A  N/A  19109
A  N/A  N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A  19109
A  N/A  N/A 
1978  17461  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1979  17027
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    17027
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1980  15848
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    15848
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1981  15544
A  N/A  15544
A  N/A  N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A  15544
A  N/A  N/A 
1982  7704
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    7704
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1983  9163  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1984  10900
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    10900
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1985  0
B  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1986  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1987  24402
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    24402
A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported standard deviation is the standard 
deviation for the combined cell mean with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data.  
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   33
Appendix Table 15: Standard Deviation of Topcoded Earnings for Primary Labor Earnings (1988-2004) 
 






























1988 60893  44656  73709  57407  51047
A 51047
A     40168  51047
A 48534  42738  N/A  51047
A 
1989 56557  52129  73935  62177  70177
A 70177
A   70631  70177
A N/A  35374 70177
A N/A 
1990 61387  56024  53451  64251  27231
A 27231
A   79329  27231
A 27231
A 12207  N/A  N/A 
1991 61981  74218  33110  44146  22866  19208
A   57583  73064  19208
A 29491  N/A  N/A 
1992 54833  39183  55207  41738  42667
A N/A  51506  N/A 42667
A 36545  N/A  42667
A 
1993 55201  58042  52362  62879  12331
A 12331
A   53294  12331
A N/A  23903  N/A 12331
A 








1996 197084 199399  117615  141653  N/A 320652
A   137167  320652
A 320652
A 393871  N/A 320652
A 
1997 236749 290168  342457  271737 272722
A 272722




1998 246514  52055  167271  224937 275049
A 261438   228333  275049
A 275049
A 334697  N/A 275049
A 
1999 214453 119852  274364  267355 454248




2000 208901  75341  275788  193606 115846
A 315711   188932  115846 115846
A 115903 115846
A N/A 
2001 252203 257132  169925  247787 239216
A 278188   243275  N/A  239216
A 43120 239216
A N/A 
2002 232576 236676  231970  295423  438984  251417   184247 296601
A 296601
A 207485  N/A 296601
A 
2003 232238 285151  349040  317943  158086  387840    315467  N/A  N/A  186189  N/A  N/A 





A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported standard deviation is the standard 
deviation for the combined cell mean with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   34
 
Appendix Table 16: Standard Deviation of Topcoded Earnings for Secondary Wages and Salaries (1988-2004) 
 






























1988 N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A      0
B N/A  N/A  0
B N/A  N/A 
1989 N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1990 0
B N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A    0
B N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A 
1991 N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1992 0
B N/A  N/A  0
B N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1993 0
B N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A    N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A  N/A 
1994 72959 26262
A N/A  26262
A N/A N/A    26262




A N/A N/A    25576
A N/A N/A  82629  N/A N/A 
1996  144017 1797  388997 79869 12299
A 12299






A 30638 399278  57662
A   103526  N/A  57662
A 45926  N/A  57662
A 
1998 99670  57214  16017  66902 27603




1999 85348  37105  64161  14696  11196 7672  62670  N/A 45493
A 84111 45493
A 4734 




2001 50780  90243  15559  33226  10810  14352   47357  7876 5724  19749  8198
A 8198
A 
2002 91861  37075  57502  23261  23516  65345   81143  10280  22158  47271  18691  10280 
2003 128802  47934 25949  20334  9796
  14774    23638 9796
A 11133  14762  9796
A N/A 





A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported standard deviation is the standard 
deviation for the combined cell mean with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data.  
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data 
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Appendix Table 17: Standard Deviation of Topcoded Earnings for Secondary Self Employment Earnings (1988-2004) 
 































B N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A      N/A N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1989 47822
A N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A    47822
A N/A N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1990 0
B N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A 0
B N/A  N/A 
1991 0
B N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    0
B N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
1992 0
B N/A  N/A 0
B N/A  N/A    N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
1993 0
B N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A    0
B N/A  N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
1994 72219
A N/A N/A 72219
A N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1995 308101  N/A 312669
A 312669
A N/A  N/A    312669
A N/A  N/A  312669
A N/A  312669
A 
1996 247781  24028
A N/A  20170  N/A  N/A  110369  24028
A N/A  24028




A N/A  152362
A   152362
A N/A  N/A  152362
A 152362
A N/A 
1998 61329  N/A 92825
A 20340  N/A  N/A    92825
A 92825
A N/A  92825
A 92825
A N/A 
1999 180493  N/A  26653
A 15564  N/A  N/A    26653
A N/A  26653
A 97311  N/A  N/A 
2000 150800  N/A  16191
A 18199  N/A  N/A    117147  16191
A 16191
A 12810  N/A  16191
A 
2001 167941  15257
A 15257
A 15257
A N/A N/A    48195 N/A N/A  43488  N/A  15257
A 
2002 129900  64053 103814  20367  9734
A 9734
A    57658 N/A  9734
A 8139  N/A  9734
A 
2003 132875  64445 64445  4443  N/A  N/A   134913 N/A N/A  64445  N/A  N/A 
2004 70336  29081
A 28939  43012  29081
A N/A   133080 29081
A 29081
A 29081
A N/A  29081
A 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported standard deviation is the standard 
deviation for the combined cell mean with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data.  
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   36
 
Appendix Table 18: Standard Deviation of Topcoded Earnings for Secondary Farm Earnings (1988-2004) 
 































B  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A      N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A  N/A 
1989  N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A    0
B N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A 
1990  N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1991  N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1992  N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1993  N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1994  N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1995  N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A   N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1996 24685  12442
A N/A  12442
A N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A 12442
A N/A N/A 
1997 10218
A N/A N/A 10218
A N/A N/A   N/A  N/A N/A  N/A  N/A N/A 
1998  57902 N/A N/A  35884 N/A N/A    69029
A N/A N/A  69029
A N/A  69029
A 
1999 39783  N/A  N/A  26514
A N/A N/A    26514
A N/A N/A  26514
A N/A N/A 
2000 24565  N/A 16589
A 10401  N/A  N/A    16589







A   352636
A N/A  N/A  352636
A N/A  352636
A 
2002 8322 447548
A 7909  478439 447548
A 447548
A    11736 N/A  447548
A 493958  N/A  N/A 
2003 56590 337119
A 337119
A 8864  N/A  337119
A    86629 N/A N/A  337119
A N/A  N/A 
2004 67333  15364
A 29400  3341  15364
A N/A    45827 N/A  420879  15364
A N/A  15364
A 
 
A - Indicates that there are not enough observations to report a cell mean for this population group in this year.  The reported standard deviation is the standard 
deviation for the combined cell mean with the other footnoted population groups in the same year. 
B - Indicates that the internal censoring point is identical to the public cell mean so no additional information can be obtained from the internal data.  
N/A – Indicates that no individual with these demographic characteristics were topcoded in this year from the specified income source 
 
Source: Author’s calculations using internal March CPS data   37
Endnotes 
                                                        
1 Labor earnings include income from: primary earnings, wages and salaries, self-employment, and farm-earnings 
sources.  This is a slightly broader definition of earnings than income from primary earnings and wages and salaries that 
is most commonly used in the literature. 
2 Although researchers have explored hourly, weekly, and annual wage inequality using March CPS data, all of these 
measures of wages are based on respondents reported annual income from wages and salaries.  Wage earnings are then 
rescaled to a weekly or hourly basis by dividing annual income from wages and salaries by the weeks or hours worked 
over the course of a year. 
3 Each year the Census Bureau uses the internal March CPS data to produce its official statistics on the average income 
and poverty rates (U.S. Census Bureau, 2007b).  These official values are based on the internal March CPS data that is 
not available, except under certain conditions, to researchers outside of the Census Bureau.   
4 Each CPS survey captures income from the previous year.  In this paper all references are to the survey year, so when 
we discuss the year 1976, this refers to income from various sources that members of the household received  in 1975 
reported on the March 1976 Current Population Survey. 
5 In the analysis of the log variance of earnings, we use the cell means and variances for all individuals from each source 
of topcoded labor earnings without dividing the sample by demographic information.  This provides more stable 
parameter estimates, since the small number of topcoded individuals in some demographic groups would lead to large 
fluctuations in these estimates. 
6 Because of the complexity of these equations, an analytical solution does not exist to solve the simultaneous equations.  
Instead, the solution to the moment equations were calculated using a constrained minimization problem, setting the first 
moment equation as a constraint and finding α and θ that minimize the square of the second moment equation with the 
additional constraint that both α and θ are in the positive domain.  To ensure that the solution found through the 
constrained minimization problem solves both moment conditions and is not simply the best available solution given the 
constraints, a similar minimization was repeated using the second moment as the constraint and minimizing the square of 
the first moment equation.  In all years, we found identical solutions of α and θ when performing the second 
minimization problem. 
7 Since the Pareto distribution is a special case of the Stoppa distribution, it is easy to test whether the Pareto assumption 
that the θ parameter equals 1.  Unfortunately, due to the relatively small number of topcoded individuals from labor   38
                                                                                                                                                                                          
earnings sources in some years, for confidentiality reasons on the internal data we are unable to release the variance-
covariance matrices that would be required to produce standard errors for our cell means and variances in order to test 
whether the Pareto assumption is satisfied in specific years.   
8 In creating the Public-Multiple series, we followed an approach similar to that used by Lemieux (2006).  For self-
employment and farm earnings in all years, we assign topcoded individuals earnings from that source equal to 1.4 times 
the topcode threshold.  For wages, prior to 1988, topcoded individuals for each source of income are assigned 1.4 times 
the topcode threshold.  After the 1988 Census redesign, we follow Lemieux’s approach and assume that all primary labor 
earnings are from wages and salaries and thus combines the primary labor earnings and secondary earnings from wages 
and salaries.  From 1988 to 1995 individuals with combined wages greater than 99,999 from the two sources are 
considered topcoded and assigned a value of 1.4 times the topcode threshold of 99,999.  Starting in 1996, individuals 
with combined wages greater than 150,000 from the two sources, which is the topcode threshold for primary labor 
earnings, are considered topcoded and assigned a value of 1.4 times the topcode threshold of 150,000.   
9 Note that while imputing topcoded values using the cell means and variances allows us to better match measures of 
earnings and income inequality using the public-use CPS to results found when using the internal CPS data, these 
methods are limited in detecting the true levels of US inequality because the internal CPS data is also subject to a degree 
of censoring.  The internal censoring points are generally much higher and more stable over time than the public-use 
topcodes, but this censoring means that the very top values will still not be captured.  Additionally, a substantial increase 
in internal censoring points in 1994 leads to a trend break in that year for any series based on the internal CPS.  Despite 
these limitations, since this is the same data used to produce official Census Bureau statistics, these remaining censorship 
problems for users of the variance and cell mean data in conjunction with the public-use March CPS data are no worse 
than those in the data used by the Census Bureau to produce its official statistics with the internal March CPS. 